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 This 4th edition of the text, Milady's Artwork and Research of Nail Technology, has been thoroughly
revised to add the most up-to-date info open to nail technologists and also updated supplementary
components for the college student and instructor.The field of nail technology has undergone many changes
as new technologies are suffering from and new issues have emerged. Furthermore, this updated text
message incorporates recommendations from state boards of cosmetology, classroom instructors, school
owners, manufacturers, and practitioners. Their helpful suggestions will make learning easier for college
students, simplify teaching for instructors. Drawing on the mixed expertise of 13 sector leaders,
educators, and performers, this revised textbook provides learners an intensive understanding of all aspects
of nail technology today. Presented in a apparent, user-friendly format that helps students learn the
common links between the concepts and principles of nail technology, this text is made to provide college
students with the knowledge and skills necessary to pass state licensing exams, in addition to to perform
professional nail technology services. This fresh edition will ensure better success for students taking the
state table examinations, and offer greater safety for nail salon customers.
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this book has been a tremendous help to me and for a used item it was in great condition. Received with
thanks. Five Stars I like it book needed this to obtain my nail license.. Very happy camper!..this book has
been a tremendous help me and for a used item it had been in great condition.. Great info Excellent
condition!. It was great for the price It was great for the price.! Product was a day early.Many
thanksDebbie must have for just about any nail tech wanna end up being, addict prospecting nail guru!!!.
Couldn't end up being happier with my purchase and at unreal offer! Excellent condition!!.!. Some pages were
lower out in areas, and there is a lot of highlighting, I suggest a lot. best book in nail tech history in case
you are in the nail tech industry, and buying book that's pack with information and is easy to follow! And it
surely got to me on time. But, the purchase price was good. You then should certainly purchase this item.
Five Stars Thank you so much.. got the b ook browse the chapters necessary and now it sits in my own
drawer LOL Happy It's just what u needed.. Shipping came fast therefore i was very pleased. Many thanks.
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